
With over 30 years experience in supporting the feed 
industry with multi module optimisation and resource 
management software, we’re delighted to bring you 
our major new suite, Format iNDIGO  .
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cutting edge technology - massively enhanced user experience - truly modern deployment  
opportunities - all with the robustness and stability you expect from Format

Set up automated routines that  
run with a single click. Save time  
and increase the  standardisation 
of your optimisation processes.

Enhanced search functions  
allowing searches against  
multiple criteria.

Comprehensive management 
reporting. Connect people 
and data by creating easy to 
read, relevant reports.

A rich graphical user interface,  
driven by bespoke designed icons 
with multimodal operation:  
by mouse and keyboard.

Take a look at some of the  
new features...

Available in major international languages:

31 years experience

Over 5000 licensed users 
across 93 countries worldwide

Now, only 1 new standard in  
resource optimisation software

Contact us today to arrange a demonstration

Want a closer look at Format iNDIGO    ?

formatinternational.com
t  +44 1483 726081 

Useful “hover over” text  
supports users mid-process 
whilst dynamic context sensitive 
help is available to provide more 
comprehensive information.

Format iNDIGOTM utilises cutting-edge technology  
to provide you with a totally contemporary system. 
Whilst retaining the core integrity, robustness and 
stability for which Format software is so renowned, you’ll 
soon be immersed in a completely modern and flexible 
interface that both looks and feels totally natural.

The software you always wanted

Already familiar with Format? Then you’ll know about 
the strong and enviable relationship we have with our 
customers worldwide. As ever, feedback and “wish lists” 
from Format User Group meetings have been carefully 
considered before informing the development process.  
This time, the use of state of the art technology has  
allowed Format iNDIGO™ to reflect many of your 
wishes – the little ones and the big ones you probably 
never thought would be possible.

Imagine being able to do things your own way?
Rename icons as you want them, 

recolour panels,  
and have either  
docked or  
floating  
windows... 
all as you  
want them.

 

It’s your software. You control the layout.

In-built task management and  
other tools deliver a new level  
of time efficiencies to the user.

TUE

We’ve engineered the new system from the ground up, 
via a rigorous programme of redesign. The outcome is 
the New Standard in Resource Optimisation Software.

and more...
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Implementation can range from stand-alone installations to local and wide area networks and, ultimately, remote 

web enabled access. Using a multi-tiered architecture permits deployment in a way that best suits your business. 

The use of Services in this architecture offers a variety of additional benefits such as enhanced integration, 

extensibility and reporting capabilities, whilst ensuring data integrity through its secure data access module.

You asked, we listened and here it is...
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Analyse  |  Optimise  |  Profit

The technology

 

The flexibility and efficiencies created are significant 

and include:

Software that is easier to service and •	

maintain

Allows us to better match the software •	

to your needs

Enhances customisation through core, •	

custom and user-defined logic

Automatic software updates from •	

Format International

Streamlined integration with ERP, MRP, •	

PCL, LIMS and other systems  

e.g. standard office applications like 

Microsoft® Excel®

To arrange a FREE  demonstration,  contact us:t  +44 1483 726081 indigo@formatinternational.com

Most importantly, with Format iNDIGO™ come 

the strength and reliability of Format’s established 

modules:

Single-Mix®, Multi-Mix®, Integra-Mix®, 
Parametrics™, QC-Mix™, Tracer™,  
Smart Label™, Bio-Security™ and more...

REDUCE COSTS

OPTIMISE PROFITS

MAKE BETTER USE OF RESOURCES

WORK MORE EASILY

SAVE TIME


